
GEAR PACKING LIST FILE  
for /k/ and /WROL/ 

[version 1.0] 

 

Note: ► Items marked with an asterisk (*) are carried in the backpack.  

 ► Optional items are marked with a hash symbol (#).  

 ► Items marked with a caret (^) may be carried in greater amounts than specified. 

► Items marked with a cross (+) are critical items. They are required to be in good 

condition, properly fitted, and sturdy. Failure to possess a critical item may result 

in harm, illness, injury or death to the individual and endanger the team. Therefore 

a member not possessing a critical item should be severely punished by the team.  

► "Team" in this document means a like-minded survival group of 5-15 people. 
 

Please note that the colours Black and Blue should NOT be considered subdued! 

Examples of subdued colours include: Khaki, Brown, Tan, Green, Gray, Sand, or variations. 

Camouflage patterns are desirable, but not vital. Bright colours (red, yellow, orange, purple, 

vivid green, etc.) should NOT be allowed for clothing or field equipment!  

If your knives etc, have brightly-coloured handles, dye or paint them a subdued colour! 

Blue Jeans are only acceptable if your AO is urban! (AO: Area of Operations) 
 

ARMAMENT:  

 Rifle, 5.56mm or 7.62mm, with 6-8^ loaded magazines.  

 240^ rounds of additional ammunition (loose)*  

 Pistol #, 9mm or other common calibre, with holster.  

 3 magazines for pistol (no more) and sufficient ammunition to fill magazines 9x total. ^#  

Note: rifles should be spray-painted in subdued colours. 

 

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT:  

 + Backpack (military or sturdy civilian type, made of Nylon, MINIMUM of 45L capacity, 

dull/subdued colours (or spray-painted), model with a sturdy waist-belt is recommended, 

suggest ability to fit more pouches externally. An ALICE pack is a good example.)  

 Webbing set (personal preference, belt rig recommended) (alternative: chest rig or PC) 

 Camelback (or equivalent, wide fill cap recommended)  

 2x water-bottles (4 recommended^) with pouches to fit or webbing and/or pack. 

 Fixed blade knife (or bayonet to fit rifle) MUST BE SHARPENED. 

 Multi-tool or folding knife (suggest getting a larger model from a reputable brand)  

 Sunglasses (preferably ballistic-rated with clear inserts also, otherwise workman's eye 

protective glasses in both clear and sun protection are suggested)  

 Towel (full-size microfiber type is recommended)*  

 + Sleeping bag* (NO DOWN-FILLED BAGS) (recommend one rated to 0°C) or a woobie 

or heavyweight wool blanket (either instead of, or in addition to, the sleeping bag.)*  

 + Mosquito Net (for sleeping under to maximise rest) * 



 Hutchie, tarp, or military poncho* (and 4^ bungees to make a shelter) 

 Bivvy Bag (only in addition to Hutchie) #*  

 Sleeping Mat (closed cell foam or self-inflating ‘therm-a-rest’ type)  

 Elasticised straps (min 4^) (Carried with hutchie and bivvy bag)*  

 Minimum 30m(yds) of rope or cordage (e.g.: 550 cord (Para-cord) or hutchie cord)  

 Cleaning kit and lubricants for weapon/s*  

 Compact gas camping stove and gas canister *# (recommended)  

 Compact, powerful torch (with blue/green or red filter!!)  

 Spare batteries for torch  

 Basic toiletry set* (shave kit, toothbrush, toothpaste, travel mirror, floss)  

 Folding shovel or entrenching tool*#  

 + Personal first aid kit including at least: two dressings and bandages  

 Large tin mug to eat from  

 Metal spoon or KFS set  

 + Water purifying tablets and/or passive water filter. 

 Personal anti-mosquito head net (depends on AO - recommended) # 

 

CLOTHING: 

 Undershirts, 4^ (sets not being worn in ziploc bags, with excess air squeezed out*)  

 + Socks, 8^ (sets not being worn in ziploc bags, excess air squeezed out*)  

 Underwear, 4#^ (sets not being worn in ziploc bags, excess air squeezed out*)  

 + Shirt & trouser sets, 2^ (subdued colours, sets not being worn in Ziploc bags, with 

excess air squeezed out*) Note: if member chooses to wear jeans in the field (you're a 

dumbass if you do), they must be dyed or painted to a suitably subdued shade.  

 + Boots (sturdy military, hiking or work type) (with a set of spare laces)  

 Spare insoles for boots *# (recommended)  

 + Hat (‘giggle’ or ‘bush’ hat recommended, baseball or patrol style is ok)  

 Helmet & body armour (if available) (with elastic strap on helmet if at all possible)  

 Gloves # (to protect the hands –strongly recommended)  

 Cold weather jacket (recommended with liner)* and/or: Fleece or wool jumper, to wear 

under outerwear in cold weather *# +  

 Wet-weather jacket (Gore-Tex material recommended) in subdued colours (in ziploc bag, 

with excess air squeezed out*) (alternative; spare poncho) 

 Wet-weather trousers # (Gore-Tex recommended) in subdued colours (in ziploc bag, 

excess air squeezed out*)  

 ‘Thermals’ under-pants*#  

 + Identification documents (e.g.: driver’s licence, etc. may need to be cached)  



 Shower flip-flops *#  

 Scarf or neck gaiter (subdued) #  

 Balaclava or beanie (subdued) #  

 Ear plugs or other hearing protection #^ (very strongly recommended, especially active 

noise reduction type)  

 + Heavy-duty trouser belt (‘riggers’ type suggested) (NOT the one from your webbing)  

 

CONSUMABLES:  

 48hrs^ of food (suggest canned foods, a bread loaf and a small quantity of snack bars) (For 

use until resupplied) alternatively, dried peas, beans and/or rice in sealed containers. 

 + 48hrs^ of water (3L minimum recommended)  

 Spare gas canisters for camping stove (if used)*#  

 Heavyweight large bin bags for waterproofing your bag contents (alternatively, dry-bags)  

 

TEAM EQUIPMENT (split between team members):  

 Portable GPS device (always carried switched OFF when not being used immediately.)  

 Binoculars  

 Compass (preferably graduated in mils and degrees, Silva-type suggested)  

 + First aid kit*  

 + At least two folding shovel/entrenching tool per team* 

 Laser pointer  

 Insect repellent (heavy-duty)*  

 Scourer and small qty of detergent in a sealed screw-top bottle.*  

 All-purpose laundry soap (in soap holder)*  

 Camouflage face-paint  

 Notebooks and pens  

 Sewing/repair kit including a ‘speedy stitcher’ sewing awl (if available)  

 Foot powder 

 Cooking pot for group meals (excellent for turning wildlife into hot tasty stew) * 

 Bow saw and smaller folding saw* 

 A jar of mixed spices and tabasco or similar (because after awhile, plain fare gets boring)* 

One additional (preferably waterproofed) bag is suggested to be brought by each person 

during deployment to your AO, to be cached in a hidden and secure location until needed. 

This is to store gear which is not needed during the deployment season, but which will be 

needed should the situation continue longer than expected (eg: you headed innawoods in 

summer because the big collapse started, but find yourself still there when winter comes). 

 

 



Tips & Tricks : 

 

1. The ammunition suggestions are MINIMUMS. Should you be forced to defend yourself 

against a larger or more skilled group, you and your team could use over 1000 rounds in 5 or 

10 minutes! Stock up now, and cache it in safe locations in your expected AO. 

 

2. Always ensure any military surplus you buy is excellent/very good used quality or contract 

production overruns (new). Otherwise stick to top-end civilian outdoors products. Boots are 

one place where cutting corners or pinching pennies can literally kill you when SHTF. 

 

3. Your sleeping bag should ALWAYS be synthetic-filled. DO NOT USE GOOSE DOWN 

SLEEPING BAGS. If (when) it gets wet, you will freeze. You freeze, You die. 

 

4. Water purification tablets should be IODINE based. Chlorine-based tablets do not kill 

giardia parasites. Stock up and cache them, and also any filters your other systems may use. 

 

5. Use an unscented soap like ivory. It's cheap, keeps for a long time and can be used as 

catfish bait for fishing. in addition, perfume scents can be detected by animals in the bush 

(both 2- & 4-footed). 

 

6. Take advantage of new fabrics and materials to make life more comfortable. Additionally, 

using silicone waterproofing spray on outer clothes, boots, packs and sleeping bags is 

strongly recommended. 

 

7. When packing your kit always distribute the weight evenly. Remember that someone 

besides an adult male (wife, children) may be forced to "get started" without you. This 

includes cross-loading equipment and supplies within your team. Don't overload one guy 

because "he can take it"- if you're lucky enough to salvage an M240 post-SHTF, for example, 

EVERY team member should carry a 100-200 round belt for it, in addition to the 600-800 the 

gunner carries. Also, make sure things like food and medicine are broken down and divided 

amongst the team, so that if one bag is lost, it doesn't turn a problem into a catastrophe. 

 

8. The construction of your "Bug Out Bag" is a personal project and should reflect your 

personal needs. Good equipment at good prices can be had at small surplus stores, gun shows 

and even better deals can be had by mail order or online, if you inform yourself first. 

 

9. Also regarding your "Bug Out Bag"; it is a terrible idea to buy some cute little pre-

packaged "survival kit/bag", dump it in the closet and forget it until "the big day" comes. 

Remember ~40%+ of the cost of that product is dealer profit. More important than having it 

is knowing what to do with it.  

 

10. Test your gear while camping and travelling, and try to keep your load-out weight down 

as much as possible. Weight saps speed, and the slower you are, the more likely you are to be 

caught/killed or worse! This is one reason I suggest people use body armor only in urban or 

vehicle mounted situations. An E-tool weighs less and protects you more. Think about it. 

 

 

 



Example of what your thought process should be when selecting gear: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Packing example for your pack: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Some Further Considerations: 

In theory, surviving civilization's collapse is simple- get away from other people and be self-

sufficient. It's fairly clear that deprived of their industrial backbone, most of our cities and 

suburbs wouldn't support a fraction of their current population densities - and would become 

horrid death traps. Living off the grid should shield you from all but the very worst 

apocalyptic events. However, when it comes to emergency preparedness, it pays to be smart 

about the likelihood of the risks you may actually face; 

 

While it's certainly more entertaining to speculate about a Chinese invasion or a grassroots 

insurgency against a government suddenly turning totalitarian, it's far more realistic to 

seriously evaluate the consequences of sudden loss of employment, natural disaster such as 

flooding or landslides, or even the gradual and increasing disruption of access to water, food, 

energy, transportation and public safety due to the gradual societal collapse most of us can 

see creeping up all around.  

 

Imagine having your SHTF supplies securely stored in your house, but you're forced to bail 

out in a hurry with your family when the house catches fire in the middle of the night. 

Suddenly, all your supplies have gone up in smoke. 

 

Instead of having multiple, redundant caches in various locations (oh, you didn't have a cache 

of supplies in a cheap storage unit on the edge of town, or laid up with friends or family at 

their farm, anon? Oops, too bad.) which may enable your family to go on living sort-of 

normally until the insurance pays out so you can rebuild, you are suddenly bereft not only of 

your home, but also all your moveable property as well. 

 

What if say, a major chemical plant on the edge of your city exploded, and you were told to 

evacuate because it was now leaking toxic chemicals all over? Sure, you could take your bug-

out bags, and drive off to your Aunt Sally's just outside the danger area,  but now you've left 

some of your best supplies at home where they could be looted while you're away, or perhaps 

they're unreachable at your bug-out cabin a hundred miles away.  

 

It is important that you not only prepare "just in case" the worst-case scenario happens, but 

also the less severe yet more realistic situations that are likely to strike you at any time. And 

it is also important that a single event cannot take from you all that you have prepared.  

 

Consider that there is strength in numbers- better to have a dozen or so families bugging out 

(or in) together and working together to provide food and security post-SHTF than one family 

or worse, an individual, trying to stay alive with no help at all. Perhaps the team could 

rendezvous at the home of one of the members, which could then be used as a base of 

operations.  

 

Dispersion of your supplies and equipment is important- learn to cache. A sealed plastic 44-

gal drum, carefully packed with airtight sealed bags of dried rice and beans (and a few 

waterproofed bags of ammo, etc.) and buried in a known but secret location (or rather, several 

such barrels in multiple locations) enables retrieval even if marauding bandits force a family 

or team member to reveal the location of one such cache under duress.  



 

Spare weapons also should be cached, preferably a rifle sealed in a bag filled with oil or 

grease, and a single load of ammunition in a cheap set of webbing (a great use for ALICE 

gear or those cheap Chinese chest rigs, actually) the whole lot vacuum-sealed into an airtight 

bag placed into a box or other waterproof container and buried. If you manage to get out of 

Dodge with your equipment during SHTF and don't need the weapons for yourself, they can 

be handed out to new members of your group as it grows in size.  

 

I don't recommend using cosmoline for your primary weapon cache, because you might need 

the cached weapon operational immediately after retrieval. Imagine you're planning to head 

for your bug-out location at your buddy Frank's farm due to increasing rioting and violence in 

your city, but the day before departure, police go door-to-door "temporarily" confiscating 

firearms from urban dwellers in the name of "public safety" after the start of the Event 

(whatever might be the cause). 

 

You're not going to have a shoot-out with the police with your wife and kids there (are you?), 

because even though the police's ability to control keeps shrinking, you're still in it, so you 

hand over your shotgun and pistol quietly without causing a fuss or drawing attention. 

Meanwhile, on your drive to visit Frank, you stop by a nondescript patch of woodland, go for 

a walk with a shovel, and return with a three-foot long PVC pipe sealed at both ends. Inside 

are two ARs , two cheap sets of webbing, two pistols, and enough magazines and rounds to 

hopefully arrive safely at your destination.  

 

You don't even call your work to tell them you're not coming in next week until you're 

halfway there, then you switch off your phone so it can't be traced, and arrive at Franks. 

You're not the first, three other team members and their families arrived earlier, with similar 

stories to yours. Together, you send warning to the rest of the team about the confiscations 

and violence and urge them to get to the bug-out location (Frank's farm). You begin to 

prepare the barn so that it can be used to live in. 

 

Now, most of that scenario could have been used in exactly the same way if you had to leave 

your house because of flooding, fire, etc. Remember that every urban dweller will attempt to 

exit the cities once the situation deteriorates sufficiently, and that as the saying goes 

"civilization is three missed meals from anarchy at all times" - you must expect the idiot 

masses to exfil through major travel arteries and for the smaller "feeder" cities to be swamped 

by desperate, violent and helpless (useless) refugees.  

 

Should your team have selected to "bug-in" before SHTF in an urban location, your team 

must be big enough to maintain a 24/7 watch over your perimeter, meaning it should number 

at least 10 adults, and this also assumes you have access to say, solar-powered security 

cameras with video feed to a central location, or that you've at least prepared your base to 

minimize access points. 

 

In any case, every adult (and teenager, if trained & sensible) should go armed at all times to 

respond at a moment's notice if someone attempts to infiltrate your retreat, which needs to be 

as low-profile as possible. Infiltration in all cases should be met with overwhelming lethal 

force if the rule of law has broken down, so that surviving attackers cannot return with more 

people whom they've enticed to attack you with tales of your vast food supplies, etc. 


